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ABSTRACT 

liThe Rights of Offenders in Community Residential Settings" 
takes a preliminary look at how eVOlving judicial regard for offenders' 
rig~t~ will be a~p1i~w~~?cO~~~ty residentia1,settings. Judicial 
declslons affectlng jaxls and prlsons have pro11ferated in recent years. 
Reaction to the resulting court orders has varied, but for the most part 
it appears that correctional personnel have reacted with fear, anger, 
and resistance. A study being conducted on the impact of judicial 
decrees in this area, however, indicates that the most negative results 
of judicial intervention may be psychological ones on the part of 
correctional personnel, who are not happy with having their judgment 
second-guessed. The author suggests that personnel in community 
residential centers might be able to avoid a large measure of judicial 
intervention, and thus side-step such unwanted. consequences, by assuming 
an anticipatory stance and taking action now to affirm and protect 
the rights of persons under their super¥ision. As an aid in this effort, 
administrators might undertake an analysis of the applicability to 
community residential programs of the standards se~ forth for the 
rights of offenders by the National Advisory Commission o~ Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals,g~~g particular attention to the 
issues of due process and voluntarism. 
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I'm sure that all of you are familiar, in varying degree, with the 
increasing judicial attention that has been focused on corrections in the 
last few years. As early as 1944, a U.S. District Court declared that 
"[aJ prisoner retains all the rights of an ordinary citizen except those 
expressly or by necessary implication taken from him by law" ,1 It was 
not until the late sixties and early seventies, however, that the courts 
began to get intilnate1y involved in making determinations as to wh~~ that 
principle means j.n operation. It is evident, as one examines the hlStOry 
of judicial intervention in corrections, that the COUTtS took art the .role 
of arbiters of offender rights reluctantly. ~ney are still reluctant, but 
it is now clear that the courts will indeed make these determinations if 
they feel that other responsible parties are not making them satis
factorily. 

Decision after decision· has been issued finding the action of cor
rectional administr.a.tors and the conditions in penal institutions con
sti tutiona11y deficient or otherwise Ur.'1lawfu1. Holdings have reached 
into virtually every aspect of prison and jail operati~n -- disci~line, 
sanitation food prisoner safety, transfers, censorshJ.p, recreatlon, , , , 

overcrowding, health and medical care, classification, legal SerVl?e~, 
administration of llgood time" provisions, rights of speech and rellglon, 
probation and parole revocation, and even treatment programs, or lack of 
them. 

Reaction to Expanding Offender Rights 

Reaction to the new judicial activism seems to have varied de-
pending on relationship to the correctio~al appa:atus. Correct~ona1 
administrators and the line staff of thelr agencles generally vlewed 
the new judicial attention'to jail and prison questions as unwarrant~d' 
and unwanted. They objected to having their' expert judgments questloned 
by people not conversant with the exigencies of operating a correctional 
facility or program. They resented being named in lawsuits and they 
complained that the time,spent in preparation of their defense or in court 
hearings reduced the time they could spend working to improve programs and 
conditions. Further, a number of such administrators reacted with ,genuine 
fear of the consequences of the judicial interference, TIley feared that 
court decisions were undermining the authority of correctional staff and 
jeopardizing the safety of staff and inmates alike. Some saw. the activities 
of inmates and their attorneys as part of a real effort to brlng the system 
llown entirely. 

Prisoners and their lawyers tended to view the situation more 
positively. In the main, the lawyers' positivism reflected ~n,expectation 
that courts, familiar with the concepts of due process and slmllar doc
trines, would be in a better position to assay their application to cor-
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rections than correctional personnel. The alternative forum -- the 
legislature -- was not thought to offer the bright prospects of the courts 
because prisoners have so little political power. Undoubtedly, there 
were some among these attorneys who were indeed envisioning far more 
sweeping and dramatic effects than those they sought publicly. Similarly, 
many prisoners doubtless welcomed the interest of courts fully expecting 
they would be able to make their k~~ers uncomfortable, quite legally. 
~J.1he .?;i.·eater number, however, saw jUCl.icial intervention as the change 
neec.ed to bring about improvement of their condition. 

Recently, questions have begun to arise from all sides pondering 
exactly what effects all of the judicial activity of recent years has had. 
Has the lot of prisoners changed for the better? Have specific requirements 
of court orders been implemented? Have the dire effects on staff control 
and morale predicted by some occured? In fact, there has been remarkably 
little follow-up of the after-math of judicial intervention. 

For the last nine minths, I have been part of a team that has been 
working to begin to close this knowledge gap by exploring what actually 
has happened after judicial decrees ordering changes in correctional 
facilities and programs were handed down. We have been using a case 
study approach, taking an intensive look at a small mnnber of judicial 
de~isions around the country. In each of these cases, we have been in
terviewing persons involved in or affected by the court order under study. 
We have interviewed judges, attorneys, correctional administrators, line 
staff, and offenders. We have also been examining court records and 
other official documents. "\-Ie have been exploring the extent to which 
there has been compliance with the judicial decrees; how changes were 
brought about or why they were not made; and the overall impact -- good, 
bad, or indifferent -- of the judicial orders. 

Our analysis of our research findings is not yet complete and 
will at any rate, be too lengthy for much description in a session of 
this type. I would like to share with you, however, some preliminary 
findings about the impact of judicial intervention f~om the point of view 
of correctional personnel. We have fouhd that in general, correctional 
personnel have indeed reacted to comprehensive suits challenging their \ 
facilities with fear, hatred, resistance, and even defiance. The personnel 
we interviewed reported that they did not understand or trust the attorneys 
who sued them. Some reported that the changes ordered were undesirable or 
unnecessary. Still others reported that while some or all of the changes 
might be necessary or desirable, the conditions challenged were not' their 
fault and the attacks on them were unfair. It was the legislature or the 
city councilor the local judges or the budget office who had been unwilling 
to provide needed funds or ~uthority. Yet it was the correctional 
personnel, who were doing the job as best they COUld, who were under attack. 
Thus, when the courts issued sweeping ord.ers finding them at fault 
or ordering dramatic changes made, many personnel reacted by avbidance, 
evasion or delay. A reaction of "perhaps if we ignore it, it will go 
away~1 seems' to have been more prevalent than outright defiance, but some 
of that has been found as well. 

I was particularly interested in learning the response of correctional 
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personnel when we reached the point of asking' them more specifically 
about the negative effects they viewed as havin~ stemmed from the court 
orders with which they had been involved. While there were some other 
negati ve effects reported by some persons in sorr.e cases, by far the most 
COlll!110n and strongly-stated reaction was that the worst effects of the 
judicial intervention were psychological ones --- that it is psychologically 
very difficult to accept someone telling you that what you have been doing 
is wrong when you were trying to do a decent job; that it is psychol
ologically very diffic~lt to accept that a few lawYers and a judge who 
have never operated, or perhaps even visited, a correctional facility 
can tell you what to do; that it is psychologically very difficult to 
accept that you might be personally liable for money damages for doing 
your job as you saw it. ' 

This finding holds considerable interest. Few more direct negative 
effects of the court orders and the changes that were made were reported. 
Most of those interviewed informed us that they came to see that most of 
the changes were indeed beneficial, or at worst, simply not that much of 
a problem. Some did report a change in attitudes among inmates; that 
they became more demanding and less respectful. But,above all, we heard 
sadness and hurt about having to endure the whole process. 

After having gone through such an experience, however, it seerr$ that 
the correctional stance in"regard to judicial intervention tends to 
change. Discovering that the operational changes required by jUdicial 
intervention were generally not all that bad, there is a movement from 
resistance to anticipation. The reaction seems to be--

Well, a lot of these changes are not really so awful. It's 
the process you have to go through when the court starts 
intervening that is bad. Thus, we will try to keep abreast of 
what other courts and standard-setting bodies and experts 
are saying and try to make the necessary change on our own, 
without anyone telling us directly what we have to do, and 
thus avoid any more intervention by the courts. 

A definite change in stance toward an anticipatory one is obseryable. 

Applicability of Expanding Rights to Community Settings 

So what does all this discussion about increasing judicial action 
to affirm and protect the rights of offenders have to do with you as 
administrators and personnel of community residential treatment centers? 
That's a good question. 1n preparation for my participation in this 
program, I skimmed through several volumes of advance sheets and summaries 
that are put out to keep interested persons apprised of new developments 
in case law, such as the Prison Law Reporter, the Clearinghouse Review, 
!lnd the Criminal Law Reporter. I also went back through a number of pub-
lications that synopsize recent decisions affecting corrections such as 
~e Emergi~g Rights of the Confined and its update, Recent Developments 
~n Correct~onal Case Law, put out by the South Carolina DeparJ::.ment of 
Corrections. I also reviewed the list of several hundred corrections cases 
that we developed for our study of the impact of judicial decrees on 
corrections. In all of these sources, I was looking for judicial 
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decisions that spoke to the rights of persons under :'"~o.n ectional super
vision in the community. I of course did find cases dealing with the due 
process requirements attendant to probation and parole revocation, 
but I did not find a single case that concerned persons in hal~ay 
houses, group homes, or other residential or day care programs. I 
also communicated with Maureen Carter who has been conducting research 
for this program to learn whether her research on litigation directly 
affecting CRTCs had been fruitful. She responded that cases had been 
found involving zoning, nuisance actions against halfway houses, and policy 
concerning escapes from houses. But like me, she had found no reported 
cases that dealt with the legal rights of halfway house residents. I do not 
claim that the searc4ing I did was fully comprehensive but if there have 
been any decisions affecting persons in programs like those we're dis
cussing, I feel it is safe to say that there have not been many. 

Finding no case law dealing with rights of persons in CRTC's 
except that dealing with possible commitment to penal facilities, I 
looked at the vTork of standard-setting bodies. Here I did find that some 
attention has been paid to the rights of persons in community status. 

'r'he report on corrections of the National Advisory Commission on 
Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, for example, contains a chapter 
dealing with the rights of offenders. 2 The narrative of that chapter 
states that the standards "are meant to coyer adults, juveniles, males, 
females, probation, parole, institutions, pretrial and posttrial detention, 
and all community programs. Unless specifically qualified, general 
statements of rights cover all offenQ.ers in these categories."3 Some 
of the standards are so qualified. For example, Standard 2.3, "Access 
to Legal Materials," states that '.' [t ]he correctional authority should 
make arrangements to insure that persons under its supervision but not 
confined also have access to legal materials." 4 Standard 2.7., "Searches," 
states that, "[u]nless specifically authorized by the court as a condition 
of release, persons supervised by correctional authorities in the community 
should be subject to the same rules governing searches and seizures that 
are applicable to the general public." 5 Thus, the National Advisory Com
mission's standards for corrections do speak to the rights of persons in 
co~nunity residential programs. Some of the standards specify how they 
apply to such persons; otners are meant to apply to all persons under 
<!orrectional super1rision regardless of placement. 

Another set of standards, the United Nations Standard Minimum 
Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, has recently been examined for 
extent of applicability to community based supervision and residential 
ce,re. While it was found that many of the Rules were applicable, it 
was felt that some did not apply and that some areas of concern to community 
programs were not covered. Thus, the Working Group of Experts or.. the 
Standard Minimum Rules recommended to the Fifth United Nation8 Congress 
on Crime Prevention and Control that new rules for the treatment and 
supervision of offenders in the community be developed. 6 
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Looking Into the Future 

Thus, while there has been little judicial activity to date 
regarding the rights of persons in community residential programs, 
these examples illustrate that various standard-setting bodies have 
begun to address this population and are likely to do so with greater 
comprehensiveness and more specificity in the relatively near future. 
Speaking of the future, I would now like to indulge in some crystal 
ball-gazing and speculate a little about what the fu1:ui:e portends in 
relation to the rights of persons in CRTC's. I hope that we might learn 
from the experience of institutions and move now to an anticipatory stance, 
because I fear that administrators of CRTC's are going to be caught off 
guard as the offender rights movement flows into the communit~ from 
prisons and jails unless someone wakes up now. 

As community-based programs proliferate and as their novelty 
wears off, I predict two general trends. First, we will see more 
concern with the development of regulations, standards, and rules for 
the operation of community programs: Second, we will hear an in
creasing volume of complaints from persons under community supervision 
as to how their lives are rp.gulated. These two trends should nourish 
each other. That is,'as standards are set, offenders will increasingly 
complain that their programs don't meet the standards or that the 
standards are inadequate. Likewise, as complaints are heard, more stan
dards and controls will be developed. 

It appears that many staff and administrators of community programs 
are operating with blinders on, seemingly believing that court decisions 
and legal challenges have little to do with them because they are 
treatment-oriented and benevolent and, therefore, free to exercise 
almost limitless discretion in their day-to-day operations. Generalizing 
dangerously, it seems that the emphasis on individualized treatment in 
community programs has led to operations and procedures that are 
arbitrary, capricious, and rather stunningly paternalisti:!. Privileges, 
not rights, are discussed. A peculiar twist of thinking :ls evident. That 
is -- because community based residential progr~ms are viewed as being 
less drastic than major institutions, it is thot~ht that fewer legal 
protections for the residents are required. On the contrary, however, 
courts may find that because community-based residential programs are 
less drastic, fewer restrictions on the residents' rights can be 
~stified. Particularly in view of the fact that many of the re
strictions on rights of offenders that have been accepted by the courts 
have been tied to the security needs of major institut:i:6ns, examination 
of the same issues in a community context may yield different results. 
Even more significantly, for those of you whose facilit.ies deal with 
unconvicted persons, the courts have applied even more rigorous tests 
to assertions the.t rights of pre-trial detainees need. to be limited. 

'Since unconvicted persons are innocent in the eyes of the law, 
limitations imposed on them should be" only those that a.re inherent 
in the fact of pre-trial custody and they should be reasor-.ably related 
to assuring the presence of the accused. at trial .. 

As an aside, I feel that I should mention that the Advisory 
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Committee for this program asked me to discuss not only the rights 
of r~sidential center residents, but also their responsibilities. I'm 
afra~d that this request left me a little befuddled because I am really 
not. [;ure what can be said on that subject. 1\.s R. matter of la.w, 
r~s~uents of community programs have the same responsibilities as other 
c~tlzens and no more, except to the extent that other duties may be 
imposed by order of a court of law, as a condition of sentence for 
example. The only other special case I know of relates to juveniles 
where the paren~ patriae concept may allow the state to impose speci~l 
standards on ch~ldren. I have seen lists of responsibilities drawn-
up b~ correctional administrators, often to accompany a statement 
~f r~ghts for o~fenders. For example, I have seen things like: 

You have the r~ght to adequate, nutritious food. You have the 
responsibi~i~y.n~t to 'waste food." But I'm afraid that any such lists 
of respons~b~l~t~es must be regarded simply as horatory cr educative 
or as guidance materials. They have no legal force. If we assume ' 
that some of the persons under your care have been inadequately 
socialized and need guidance as to customary and valued behavior in 
group-living situations, then Some such guidance may be appropriate . 

. But I repeat that in general, the responsibilities of CRTC reSidents, 
in a legal sense, are no different from yours and mine. 

As a useful exercise, I would suggest that you review the standards 
dealing with the rights of offenders proposed by the National Advisory 
Commis~ion with a view toward how such standards would affect your 
operatlons lf they were to be implemented. In general, the standards 
follow the position taken by the courts that ,,::onvicted offenders should 
retain all rights that citizens in general have, except those that 
must be limited in order to carry out the criminal sanction or to 
a~~n~ster a.corr~ctional facility or agency. Where necessity for 
llmlt~ng a r~ght ~s claimed, the burden of justifying that limitation' 
should be ~orne by the correctional agency. That is, the question must 
be asked, .Can the a~ency show that its interest in imposing ~ re
striction ~s compell~ng enough,··.to justify the invasion of the offender's 
rights?" Even if that test is met, anot1idr'~ question must be asked "Is 
there any other way in which the agency could protect its interest ~nd 
~et minimize or avoid the violation of the offender's rights?" That is 
J.S the proposed restrict5.on the IIleast drastic means" of achieving the ' 
state:s compelling interest? It is these questions which courts are 
adoptlng not only as tests for correctional practices but :for all 
governmental activities that have adverse effects on individuals. 

If.you.wer~ t~ go through the corrections standards, I think you 
w~uld f~nd ~t d~fflctUt to show a compelling interest for restricting 
r~gh'~s of CRTC residents in such areas as access to courts, legal 
serv~ces, an~ legal materia~s; ~r~vision of healthful surroundinger',and 
a~e~uate me~~Cal care; nond~scr~m~natory treatment; exercise of re
l~gl~~S bellefs and practices; and free expression and access to the 
publ~c. Nor do I imagine that any of the rights just mentioned give 
a~ of you major cause for concern. However, I thinK there are some 
r~ghts among those discussed in the corrections' report that 1fill 
g~v~ Some of you trouble. In particular, I imagine that issues re
lat~ng to due process and equal protection will be difficult for CRTC 
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administrators to accept, interpret, and implement. 1t is not at. 1111 
cJear that the mosi., basic steps have been taken to protect CRTC 
residents from arbitrary and. capricious treatment. The view seems to 
be that procedural due process is adversB.rll11 and, therefore, inimical 
to treatment. Significant decisions affecting the lives of residents 
are made without clear standards or criteria, an opportunity for review 
or appeal, or other keystones of procedural due process. 

At one residential corrections center I visited, I inquired about 
disciplinary procedures. I was told that if a person violates a rule, 
the staff confronts the violator. Then a casework counselor, the 
Director of the facility, and. possibly one other staff member decide what 
the punishment ~hould be, if any. I was told that possible sanctions 
included restriction to one's room, denial of furloughs, and other fairly 
substantial penalties as well as the big one -- a recommendation' for .. 
incarceration. I was told that numerous violations or particular 
violations could lead to a reconnnendation that the person be removed from 
the program. When I asked for more specifics in regard to procedures 
followed, I was told that the staff tries to individualiZe as much as 
possible. In other words, residents of that facility are not given 
advance notion of the sanctions that may follOloI' a particular rule
violation. Nor was it evident that any kind of more or less formal 
fact-finding or adjudicEttory process existed. It was up to the staff 
how alleged violations were to be handled. The staff then, was deciding 
matters that could have very significant effects on a person's life 
and liberty. I dare say that no prison in the country can get away with 
such loose procedures. Due process will become an increasingly 
bigger issue in community residential programs~ not just in regard to 
discipline, but also in relation to classification, access to records and 
case files, work and program assignments, furloughs, and other areas 
where discretion now reigns. 

But perhaps the most difficult challenge to be faced in the future 
relates to more subtle issues. A number of writers and speakers have 
begun to question the rehabilitative ideal. Some question the re
habilitative ideal on the grounds of effectiveness. You've heard 
the evidence presented by Martinson and others7 that treatment pro
grams cannot be shown to have an appreciable effect on later criminality 
and you've heard the debate that has ensued. On reflection, it seems 
rather peculiar that participa'Uon in work, education, training, 
counseling, or other programs is part of the punishment in CRTC's. 
Such participation is either required explicitly or the fact of de
clining participation results in removal from the facility into a more 
severe setting. In either event, these links in essence make pro-
gram participation part of the punishment. What kind of association 
does that create with the kinds of activities thfl.t are being promoted 
and encouraged? It is like current practices in many eclucational 
systems around the country today where misbehavior is punislled by 
requiring the student to do lIextra" homework or assignments. Irhis is in 
contrast to some African countries where misbehaving students are pun
ished by not being able to take any books home after school. Our 
practices seem designed to create negative and distasteful associations 
with things we are trying to promote. 
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Additionally, it seems odd that while voluntarism and self
determination are two of the basic tenets of sad 11.1 work practice, the 
sine 'lua ~ of an effective change process, socinl wOl'kcrs in the 
correctional world often seem to operate as if theBe two tenets call lIe 
disregarded and the method will work anyway. 'rhey nre surprised and 
angered when the people they are trying so hard to change resist a11 
of the benevolent efforts being made to chanp;e them. 

But in my mind the really hot issue is not at all related to 
effectiveness. I.t concern!;; the moral and philosophical "rightness" 
of allowing rehabilitative objectives to influence the nature or 
duration of criminal sanct~ons. It is well to remember that persons who 
are committed to a community facility by authority of a court have 
been convicted.and sentenced for violations of the criminal law. The 
sentence they have received is a criminal sanction and no matter how 
well-intentioned and helpful the program is designed to be, commitment 
to a community center (either directly or subsequent to another assignment) 
is a coercive penalty. In the words of C.S. Lewis: 

To be taken without consent from my home and friends, 
~to lose my liberty, to undergo all those assaults 
on ~ personality which modern psychotherapy knows 
how to deliver, to be remade after some pattern of 
"normality" hatched in a Viennese laboratory to 
which I never professed allegiance, to know that 
this process will never end until either my captors 
haVe succeeded or I have grown wise enough to cheat them 
with apparent success -- who cares whether this is 
called punishment or not?8 

Debate about the proper ptITposes of criminal sanctions is 
growing loud and heated. An increasing number of voices are asserting 
that sentences should be based on the degree of punishment that is 
deserved for a particular offense, that sentences should be definite, 
that social services and assistance should not be tied to criminal sanctions. 9 
A big question for the future will center around what the necessary 
elements ·of a criminal sentence involving assignment to a community center 
are and what other conditions, constraints, or requirements may 
legitimately be imposed. Can a resident be coerced (directly 
or indirectly) into participating in a'particular program? In any 
program? Does a resident have a right to refuse treatment? A particular 
treatment? All treatment? 

If the critics of the rehabilitative ideal who assert that 
rehabilitative purposes should play nQ part in determining the nature 
or duration of a sanction gain favor, what role will community resi
dential facilities play? Could you accept a role as inflicters-of
state-ordered-punishment, offering assistance as an extra function to 
those who voltmtarily opt to receive it? If you're convinced of the 
value of what you're offering, should full voluntarism in regard to 
program participation frighten you? Are your programs attractive enough 
that residents would freely choose to participate in them if successful 
release from the program or other such inducements were not tied to ' 
them? These are difficult questions. The notion of a right to refuse 
treatment that really meant that such a refusal would carry no negative 
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consequences strikes me as presenting a real challenge to administrators 
of community-treatment centers, a challenge that all-too-soon may be 
heavy ).4pon you. 

In closing, I'm thinking of a response from a resident of a community 
corrections cent~r when I asked her what she thought of the program. She 
said, "It beats sitting in jail." That;,· response r~ised in my min~ a 
question I ask when exploring how good any program lS. That questlon 
is __ "Compared to what?" I think that.for too long we have compared 
community programs to total institutions and, as a result, almost ~n~
thing looks good. Too seldom do we have a clear vision of the posltlve 
program we're trying to achieve. Too seldom do we comp~re our pro-
grams to that dream. I hope that as you work to.r~c~gnlze and pro-
tect the rights of persons committed to your faCllltles, that you will 
compare what you're doing not only to prisons and jails, but to some 
bet.'cer way. 

M. Kay HarTi s 

10/6/75 
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